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    Abstract 

Fitting gaussian peaks to experimental data is important in many disciplines, including 

nuclear spectroscopy. Nonlinear least squares fitting methods have been in use for a long 

time, but these are iterative, computationally intensive, and require user intervention. 

Machine learning approaches automate and speed up the fitting procedure. However, for a 

single pure gaussian, there exists a simple and automatic analytical approach based on 

linearization followed by a weighted linear least squares (LS) fit. This paper compares this 

algorithmic method with an abductive machine learning approach based on AIM† (Abductory 

Induction Mechanism). Both techniques are briefly described and their performance 

compared for analysing simulated and actual spectral peaks. Evaluated on 500 peaks with 

statistical uncertainties corresponding to a peak count of 100, average absolute errors for the 

peak height, position, and width are 4.9%, 2.9%, and 4.2% for AIM versus 3.3%, 0.5%, and 

7.7% for the LS. AIM is better for the width, while LS is more accurate for the position. LS 

errors are more biased, underestimating the peak position and overestimating the peak 

width. Tentative CPU time comparison indicates a 5-fold speed advantage for AIM, which 

also has a constant execution time while LS time depends on the peak width.  
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1. Introduction 

Conventional computational techniques have long been used for identifying and quantifying 

radioisotopes through the analysis of alpha, gamma-ray, and X-ray spectra, e.g. [1-3]. The 

measured spectrum is searched for characteristic peaks and iterative procedures are used 

for matching a set of fitted peaks of various shapes and intensities to the spectrum peaks. 

The fitting procedure is often carried out interactively and may require considerable user 

intervention, particularly for multiplets [4]. Initial parameters which influence the result, e.g. 

multiplicity and tentative estimates of peak locations, need to be determined manually, and 

therefore the quality of the fit depends on the user [5]. The iterative nature of the procedure 

makes it computationally intensive, and it may not converge to a solution [5]. All the 

computational complexities have to be repeated for each individual spectrum analyzed, even 

though it may be quite similar to a previous one. These limitations need to be overcome in 

order to achieve the desirable goals of simplifying, speeding up, and automating spectrum 

analysis.  

 

A recent trend in many areas of applied sciences has been to resort to a machine learning 

approach when a rigorous algorithmic solution becomes too complex or time consuming. 

With this approach, a model is automatically developed through training on an adequate 

number of solved examples. This model can then be used to perform fast predictions of 

outputs corresponding to new cases. A major advantage of this approach in spectroscopy 

analysis is that intensive computations are now required only once, i.e. during offline training 

for model synthesis, rather than being repeated for every sample analyzed during actual use. 

Using the model to process new spectra becomes a simple and speedy operation which can 

be implemented in real time using compact and portable apparatus. These are important 

requirements in applications where speed and simplicity are more important than high 

accuracy, such as in determining contaminants in waste sites [6].  With the spectrum shape 
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as input, the problem is reduced to that of automatic pattern recognition which has been 

applied in many disciplines, e.g. [7]. A machine-learning system can automatically detect the 

multiplicity of a peak and then determine the peak parameters without requiring user 

intervention.  

 

A Number of techniques currently exist for the development of machine learning systems [8]. 

These include statistical pattern recognition methods such as Bayesian classifiers and 

discriminant functions [9], artificial neural networks [10], as well as methods for the induction 

of decision trees [11]. These techniques vary in their accuracy, complexity, computational 

requirements during training, and their ability to provide human-like explanations for their 

conclusions. Such variations have led to newer techniques combining good features from 

various methods. An example of such 'hybrids' is the AIM abductive network [12] tool which 

draws on statistical and multiple regression analysis methods as well as neural networks, 

resulting in a faster and more automated approach to model synthesis. A mathematical 

description of the foundations of AIM is given in [13]. Neural network techniques have been 

proposed as a new approach to automate radiation spectrum analysis [6,14,15]. Trained on a 

set of reference spectra for isotopes expected to be present in the samples of interest, the 

network can identify and quantify those isotopes in the spectrum of an unknown mixture. AIM 

also was used to build models for determining the intensity of radioisotopes in both single- 

and multiple-isotope samples represented by their gamma-ray spectra collected using an NaI 

(Tl) scintillation detector [16]. These techniques operate on the spectrum as a whole instead 

of analyzing each individual peak.  

With the conventional computational approach, generalized fitting of spectral peaks with 

background is usually performed using iterative nonlinear least squares methods (LS) which 

minimize the weighted sum of the squared errors between the actual data and the data 

predicted by the combination of fitted functions, i.e. 
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where Yi are the measured counts at the ith channel xi and y(xi) are the corresponding 

computed values from the set of theoretical functions used for the fit, wi are the weights  

associated with the data values Yi, and N is the number of channels used for the fit. Optimum 

parameters for the fitted functions are obtained through an iterative optimization procedure 

with tentative initial estimates for these parameters being supplied by the user. Iteration is 

repeated until a convergence criterion is met. In addition to the need for user intervention, 

such fitting routines are generally complex with large computational requirements. These 

factors have made it desirable to develop simpler methods for automating the analysis of 

gaussian peaks using small portable apparatus. A number of machine learning solutions 

have been described for this purpose. Neural networks were used to identify and evaluate 

peaks in vapor-phase infrared spectra in the presence of noise [17]. Ref. [18] reports on the 

use of an analog neural network for fitting the gaussian shape of an ion beam hitting a 16-

segment strip detector. The AIM machine learning approach was also used to build models 

for the automatic identification and analysis of both single and double gaussian peaks in the 

presence of noise depicting statistical uncertainties in collected spectra [13].  The main peak 

fitting application considered here is analyzing counting spectra. More recently, other 

applications have evolved, such as estimating the parameters of gaussian or semi-gaussian 

shaped nuclear pulses whose waveforms are digitized and acquired using fast (flash) analog 

to digital converters, including techniques for pulse pileup detection and correction [19]. 

A pure single gaussian is often adequate for fitting gamma ray spectra from semiconductor 

detectors [4]. Background is usually negligible in some practical situations including the 

analysis of alpha spectra [4]. For this special case of a pure gaussian, an analytical non-

iterative solution exists for the peak parameters [20,21]. In situations where the statistical 

errors follow a Poisson distribution, a quadratic iterative fit in the form of Poisson regression 

[22] can be used to determine the peak parameters. The non-iterative method utilizes a 

linearization technique for the gaussian data followed by a standard weighted linear least 
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squares fit. Being fast and automatic, the method competes with the more recent machine 

learning techniques. This paper compares this linear LS fitting method with the AIM machine 

learning approach in terms of the accuracy of estimating the peak parameters, the quality of 

the peak fits, as well as computational complexity and speed. The AIM peak fitting approach 

was compared elsewhere [13] with the nonlinear LS peak fitting method of Eqn. (1), but the 

interactive nature of the latter practically limits the comparison to only a few examples and 

makes it difficult to compare performance on a statistically large evaluation set. Following an 

overview of the linear LS and the AIM peak fitting methods, data are presented on comparing 

their performance using both simulated and measured alpha spectral peaks. Statistical data 

are presented on the accuracy of estimating the peak parameters for a large simulated 

evaluation sample. Graphical representations and reduced Chi-squared data on example fits 

are given and results on CPU time measurements for both techniques on a VAX computer 

are presented. 

2. AIM Modeling of Single Gaussian Peaks 

2.1. AIM Overview 

AIM is a supervised inductive machine-learning tool for automatically synthesizing abductive 

network models from a data base of input and output values which represent a training set of 

example situations. Once synthesized by training on a training data set, the network can be 

queried with new input data to provide the corresponding predicted output. Abductive 

networks [12] combine the advantages of the neural network approach with those of 

advanced statistical methods. A comparison between AIM machine learning and the 

conventional neural network approach is given in [13].  

The work reported here used AIM version 1.0 for the Macintosh computer. AIM models take 

the form of layered feed-forward abductive networks of functional elements (nodes) [23], see 

Figure 1. Elements in the first layer operate on various combinations of the independent input 

variables (x's) and the single element in the final layer produces the predicted output for the 

dependent variable y. In addition to the functional elements in the main layers of the network, 

an input layer of normalizers converts the input variables into an internal representation as Z 
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scores with zero mean and unity variance [23], and an output layer of unitizers restores the 

results to the original problem space. Both the element type and the combination of inputs to 

it from all the previous layers are selected automatically for best prediction performance. The 

used version of AIM supports the following main elements:  

(i) A white element which consists of a constant plus the linear weighted sum of all outputs of 

the previous layer, i.e : 

"White"  Output  = W0 + W1X1 + W2X2 + W3X3 + .... + WnX n                                                           (2) 

where X1, X2,..., Xn  are the inputs to the element and W0, W1,..., Wn are the element 

weights.  

(ii) Single, double, and triple elements which implement a third-degree polynomial expression 

with all possible cross-terms for one, two, and three inputs respectively; for example,  

"Double" Output = W0 + W1X1 + W2X2 + W3X12 + W4X22 + W5X1X2 + W6X13 + W7X23                     (3) 

The first step in solving a problem with AIM is preparing a data base of input-output training 

examples which AIM uses to synthesize the network. AIM synthesizes the model network 

layer by layer until no further improvement in performance is possible or a preset limit on the 

number of layers is reached. Within each layer, every element is computed and its 

performance scored for all combinations of allowed inputs. The best network structure, 

element types and coefficients, and connectivity are all determined automatically by 

minimizing the predicted squared error (PSE) criterion [24]. This selects the most accurate 

model that does not overfit the training data, and therefore strikes a balance between the 

accuracy of the model in representing the training data and its generality which allows it to fit 

yet unseen future data. In this way the model is optimized for actual prediction for which it is 

developed, rather than simply fitting the training data. The user may optionally control this 

trade-off between accuracy and generality using the complexity penalty multiplier (CPM) 

parameter [23]. Larger values than the default value of 1 lead to simpler models which are 

less accurate in fitting the training data but are more likely to generalize well with unseen 

data during actual use. Lower CPM values produce more complex networks which overfit 
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the training data and may therefore degrade prediction performance in the presence of noise. 

AIM’s ‘Evaluate’ utility allows evaluation of the resulting AIM network on an independent set 

of data and generates a report of the results. To obtain good AIM models, the training set 

should be a good representation of the problem space. AIM’s learning task is also simplified 

by breaking the problem into smaller and more manageable assignments, and by utilizing 

any human knowledge on parameters relevant to the model in the choice of input variables to 

be included in the training data base. 
 

2.2. Fitting Gaussian Peaks 

 

AIM models were previously developed [13] for automatically determining the peak height A, 

position µ, and full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) width Γ of single gaussian peaks with no 

additional background. The models were synthesized by training on 1000 simulated spectra 

of single peaks having randomly generated parameters. A spectrum consisted of 50 

channels, each channel representing an input variable to AIM. This restriction on the 

spectrum size was imposed by the maximum limit of 50 input variables for the version of AIM 

used. To make the AIM model suitable for use with a wide range of actual spectral counts, 

AIM was trained and evaluated on normalized spectra having peak values less than or equal 

to unity. Such a spectrum is obtained by dividing the counts at each channel of the actual 

spectrum by an appropriate integer scaling factor, N. Simulated data for a normalized 

noiseless spectrum having a single gaussian peak with no background were computed as  

50,...,2,1i;   
2
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2
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where the standard deviation width σ is Γ/2.355. The normalized peak height A had a real 

value in the range 0.1 to 1.0. This normalized spectrum represents an actual spectrum  
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where y(i) represents the actual count at channel i. z(i) is obtained from y(i) using  
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N
)i(y)i(z =                           (6) 

where N is the integer scaling factor chosen to give a maximum value of 1 for the normalized 

peak A.            

To ensure that the randomly generated values for µ, and σ produce peaks that are located 

well within the 50-channel spectra (±3σ region), the following algorithm was adopted for 

selecting the peak parameters for both the training and evaluation sets: (both µ and σ are 

integers) 
 
1. Select µ in the range 10 to 40 

2. Determine d as min (µ , 50-µ) 

3. Determine the maximum value allowed for σ as σmax = d/3 

4. Select σ in the range 3 to σmax 

This produces peaks with positions between channels 10 and 40 and FWHM widths between 

8 and 20 channels. Peaks positioned closer to the edges of the 50-channel spectrum region 

have proportionally narrower widths to ensure that at least a region of ±3σ around the peak 

center is contained in the 50-channel spectrum. Noise depicting statistical uncertainties in 

measured counts was introduced as an additional component to the idealized values z(i) of 

the normalized spectrum of Eqn. (4).  Let ∆y(i) be the standard deviation for the statistical 

variations in actual counts y(i). In counting experiments where 20 or more counts can be 

accumulated, statistical variations around the mean count can be assumed to follow the 

normal distribution [20]. In this case, the standard deviation is given by: 
 

)i(y)i(y =∆                                                 (7) 
 
Relative variations are preserved by the normalization step in Eqn. (6), and therefore the 

corresponding standard deviation for z(i) is given by: 

N
)i(z

)i(z =∆                                                                      (8) 
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Uniformly distributed random variations within ±∆z(i) about z(i) were introduced by adding the 

following noise component n(i) to the computed value of z(i) in Eqn. (4): 
 

[ ](1.0) rnd 21)i(z)i(n +−∆=                                                 (9) 
 

where rnd(1.0) is a random number between 0 and 1.0.       The standard deviation for n(i) is  

3/)i(z∆ . We consider two noise levels, a high level with N = 100, and a low level with N = 

10 000.  For a normalized peak channel having z(i) = 1.0, the maximum percentage noise 

corresponding to these two noise levels are 10% and 1%, respectively.  

AIM training/evaluation database consists of records constructed from the simulated spectra 

by appending known values for the peak height, position, and width. A typical AIM record for 

single peak modeling is represented below: 
 
 
Inputs :                     Outputs :   
Spectrum Channel Contents                 Corresponding Peak parameters 

Ch_1   Ch_2   Ch_3   ...   ...   ...   ...   Ch_50      Height (A)    Position (µ)     Width (Γ) 

AIM generates a model for each variable declared as output in the training database. 

Training was performed on noisy data at the high noise level (N = 100). Structure of the 

model obtained with AIM's default complexity penalty multiplier (CPM = 1) is shown in Figure 

2. The peak height is generated by the simplest of the three networks, which consists of two 

layers with contributions from about 70% of the individual spectrum channels. Increasingly 

more complex networks with 2 and 3 layers are required to model the peak width and 

position, respectively. Equations for all the functional elements of the AIM model are given in 

Figure 3. These determine the peak height (A), position (µ), and width (Γ) automatically from 

the channel contents, Ch_1, ..., Ch_50, of the 50-channel normalized spectrum representing 

the peak to be analyzed.  
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3. Linear Least Squares Fitting of a Single Gaussian Peak 

Experimental data for a single gaussian peak with no background can be fitted to a pure 

gaussian to determine the peak parameters using a non-iterative approach. The fitting 

procedure is simplified through reducing the problem to that of a straight line fit, which is 

commonly performed using least squares (LS) or maximum likelihood techniques [25].  For 

this purpose, the spectrum data to be fitted are first transformed by obtaining the ratio 

between the counts at each two alternate channels and then taking the natural logarithm.  

For the actual counts spectrum in Eqn. (5) we have 

   ;  )-2(i exp
)1i(y
)1i(y)i(Q 2 ⎥⎦

⎤
⎢⎣
⎡

σ
µ

=
+
−

=                      (10) 

and 22

2 - i2)i(Qln
σ

µ
σ

=
                       

(11) 

 
The logarithm of the counts ratio exhibits a straight line relationship with the channel number 

i. Fitting a straight line to the data allows both the peak position µ and the standard deviation 

width σ to be determined directly from the estimated slope and intercept of the fitted line in 

Eqn. (11). Substituting the values thus obtained for µ and σ into Eqn. (5) at any data point 

gives a value for the peak height P. However, a more accurate estimate for P is obtained as 

a weighted mean for all such values [20,21]. Since statistical uncertainties in the ln Q(i) data 

used for the linear LS fit vary from one data point to the other, a weighted fit is required which 

minimizes the sum of the squares of deviations from the fitted straight line at each data point 

but with each squared deviation weighted such that it has more significance for data points 

with smaller uncertainties. This is achieved through dividing by the square of the standard 

deviation of the data at that point.  

 

In  practice, the relationship in Eqn. (11) departs from that of a straight line away from the 

peak center, since peaks in practical spectra often deviate from the gaussian shape in these 
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regions. For this reason, the fit is usually restricted to a smaller region about the peak center, 

e.g. over the FWHM width. This means that narrower peaks would be faster to process but 

the fit quality may suffer if the number of data points contributing to the straight line fit is less 

than adequate. A complete description of the LS peak fitting algorithm used is shown in 

Figure 4. 

4. Performance Comparison 

4.1 Comparison Using Simulation Data 
 

Both the AIM model and the LS fitting algorithm were evaluated on two simulated sets of 500 

records each at two noise levels corresponding to low noise (N = 10,000) and high noise (N 

= 100). Both sets were new to the AIM model, i.e. previously unseen during AIM   training for 

model development. For each peak, the known true peak parameters were compared with 

corresponding predictions by the two methods. Predicted values for the position and width by 

both methods were first rounded to the nearest integer prior to further error analysis. Table 1 

summarizes data on the percentage of the evaluation sample having percentage errors 

within ±2%, ±5%, ±10% for the real values of the normalized peak height, and 0%, ±5%, 

±10% for the integer values of the position and width. Included also are the values of the 

overall mean percentage absolute error (MPAE) over the entire evaluation sample of 500 

cases.  

 

As expected, errors in all estimated parameters are larger at the higher noise level for both 

fitting methods. Among the three peak parameters, both the AIM and the LS methods predict 

the peak position with the best accuracy. For example, the LS method predicts the position 

for the whole evaluation sample with 100% accuracy at the low noise level. For all three 

parameters, LS is clearly superior to AIM at low noise since lower statistical variations in the 

evaluation data simply improve the accuracy of the LS fits. For the high noise data, AIM is 
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better than the LS method with peak width, while the latter excels markedly with peak 

position and slightly with peak height.  

 

Figure 5 shows cumulative percentage plots for the percentage errors in the three peak 

parameters for the whole evaluation set of 500 cases using both the AIM and LS methods. 

The plots also indicate the maximum percentage errors encountered. Figure 5(a) shows that 

peak height errors are reasonably symmetrical for both fitting methods, with no significant 

tendency towards either positive or negative errors, i.e towards underestimating or 

overestimating the peak height. Figures 5 (b),(c) show that the LS method tends to 

underestimate the peak position and overestimate the peak width. More quantitative data on 

this error bias are given in Table 2 which lists the percentage of both negative errors 

(underestimates) and positive errors (overestimates) over the evaluation sample of 500 

cases at the high noise level as well as separate averages for both the negative and positive 

errors. In general, average values for both negative and positive errors are not significantly 

different, and therefore error bias in estimating the peak parameters would be largely due to 

the difference in error frequencies. AIM has nearly equal percentages of positive and 

negative errors for all the three peak parameters, indicating no significant bias except for a 

slight tendency to overestimate the peak height. The LS method behaves similarly only for 

the peak height, with the bias towards larger peak heights being somewhat more pronounced 

than for the AIM case. When the LS wrongly estimates the peak position (10% of the cases) 

the estimates have a 2.6:1 higher chance of being underestimated. Wrong peak width 

estimates (66% of the cases) have a 4.3:1 higher chance of being overestimated. At the low 

noise level, the position error bias is not likely to be a problem since position errors are 

expected to be fairly small as indicated in Table 1. However, since LS width errors are much 

larger at both noise levels, bias in such errors may have undesirable effects, such as 

distorting the shape of pulse width spectra of digitized gaussian pulses.  
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Judging whether the fitting method is intrinsically biased or not should take into account the 

statistical fluctuations in estimates for the entire error population when derived from only the 

single 500-case evaluation sample considered. Values of the mean error for such samples 

are assumed to be normally distributed about the true population mean for the error with a 

standard deviation equal to the population standard deviation/ n , where n is the sample 

size. With n=500, we can assume that the unknown standard deviation of the entire error 

population is equal to that of the sample. Table 3 shows data on the mean error and standard 

deviation for the three peak parameters as calculated from the 500-case evaluation sample. 

We use the z statistic to test the null hypothesis that the true population mean is 0, i.e. 

parameter prediction is unbiased. The acceptance limits for a 95% confidence level (α = 

0.05) are –1.96 < z < 1.96. The hypothesis of being unbiased is rejected for the LS algorithm 

on all three peak parameters, while it is rejected for AIM only on the peak height. This 

indicates that biases observed tentatively from results in Table 2 appear to be genuine, since 

they are too significant to be explained by statistical variations about the true mean for the 

error population if assumed unbiased.  The asymmetric error behavior by the LS method, as 

compared to AIM, may be related to the fact that LS accuracy is poorer for narrower peaks 

(smaller number of points available for the linear fit). Larger peak positions may also be 

assigned narrower peaks to ensure they fit within the 50-channel window. Since AIM learning 

is neutral to the values of the peak parameters, AIM accuracy appears more symmetrical.  

Figure 6 shows spectra for peak height, position, and width estimated using both the AIM and 

LS methods for one million events of a single peak with a nominal height = 50 counts, 

position = channel number 25, and width = 19 channels with random statistical uncertainties 

at the high noise level. Variations in the estimated values are represented by the width of the 

spectrum peaks. For the gaussian peak height and position, Figure 6(a) and (b), AIM 

variations are larger than LS variations, while LS variations are larger for the width. This 

observation is in line with the general trend for the corresponding MPAE error data given 
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in Table 1. 

 

Twelve out of the 500 simulated evaluation spectra with high noise were selected for  

comparison between AIM and LS on the basis of fit quality for individual peaks. Table 4 lists 

the actual peak parameters together with those obtained using the two fitting methods. Listed 

also are the reduced Chi-Squared (χr2) values for the two fits in each case. Out of the twelve 

cases, AIM has lower χr2 values than LS in five cases while in two cases the fit quality is 

nearly identical. At the 90% confidence level and 47 degrees of freedom, the critical value 

χr2(0.90,47) is 1.272. The computed χr2 values significantly exceed this critical value in only 

one out of the twelve cases for each of AIM and LS. Figure 7 shows plots of the data as well 

as AIM and LS fits for cases # 5, 7, and 11. These were chosen out of the twelve cases to 

demonstrate similar fit quality by both methods, superior fit quality by LS, and superior fit 

quality by AIM, respectively. It is interesting to note that LS excels with the gaussian having 

smaller statistical uncertainties, Figure 7(b), while AIM excels with the gaussian having larger 

uncertainties. This agrees with observations made above in connection with Table 1 that LS 

is superior to AIM at low noise while the opposite is true at high noise.   

 

4.2. Comparison Using Actual Spectral Data 

Both AIM and the linear LS fitting methods were evaluated on actual spectrum data by using 

them to analyze alpha peaks in the spectrum shown in Figure 8(a). The spectrum, collected 

using a surface barrier detector, is for alpha particles scattered from a ZnS target 

sandwiched between two Au layers and deposited on a carbon backing. The spectrum was 

collected under the following conditions: Energy of the incident alpha particles: 6.5 MeV, 

Angle of detection: 160°, Detector resolution: 18 keV at 5.486 MeV, ADC used: LeCroy 3511, 

Thickness of the carbon backing: 40 µg/cm2, Thickness of the Au and ZnS layers: 60 A° and 
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2000 A°, respectively. The peaks, marked Peak 1, Peak 2, and Peak 3 in the figure, are the 

S(α,α'), S(α,α), and Zn(α,α) peaks, respectively. Normalized spectra of 50 channels each 

were obtained for the three single peak regions through scaling down the actual counts by 

factors of 40, 136, and 220, respectively for feeding into the AIM model (Figures 2 and 3). 

The normalized fit obtained from the predicted peak parameters was multiplied by the 

corresponding scaling factor for comparison with the actual data. For the LS algorithm 

(Figure 4), the actual spectra were used directly without normalizing the counts.  Comparison 

between the peak parameters obtained using AIM and LS is shown in Table 5 and the 

resulting peak fits are shown in Figure 8. In general, alpha peaks are known to have larger 

tails at the lower end of the peak [4]. This can be seen in the data for the expanded views for 

the three peaks in Figure 8 (b), (c), and (d), although the effect is not that pronounced. AIM 

gives superior fits compared to LS in two out of the three fits. The LS method excludes the 

tail regions to prevent such distortions from affecting the accuracy of determining the peak 

parameters derived, and the linear fit uses only the central FWHM width around the 

maximum count. However, peak parameters obtained this way and based on the assumption 

of an idealized gaussian shape would suffer from large deviations from experimental data in 

the long tail region which lead to larger value for χr2. The AIM model also is expected to 

perform poorly with such tailed peaks since all training was performed on idealized 

symmetrical gaussians. However, training AIM with modified gaussians that more resemble 

the actual peaks should improve performance. Therefore, improvement is more readily done 

with AIM as it considers the full peak shape while the LS limits itself to only the central peak 

region where the peak shape approximately resembles a true gaussian which is required for 

the linearization transform to be valid.  

4.3.  Comparison of Computational Speeds 

CPU time for processing 10,000 peak fits on a VAX Station 3200 was computed for both AIM 
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and the LS algorithmic solutions shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The peaks 

constituted different noisy versions of a single gaussian peak having fixed nominal values of 

50 counts, 25 channels, and 19 channels for the peak height, position, and FWHM width, 

respectively. Total CPU time for the LS method amounted to 21.7 s while that for the AIM 

method was only 4 s. This indicates that AIM fitting is over 5 times faster than LS fitting. It 

should be noted, however, that no special effort was taken to optimize the LS code for faster 

execution. While execution time is fixed for the AIM approach regardless of the peak width, it 

is expected to vary almost linearly with the peak width for the LS linear fitting method, and 

therefore the LS CPU time requirement would be longer for wider peaks.    

5. Discussion 

We described two non-iterative automatic approaches for the fitting of single gaussian peaks 

and compared their performance. Both AIM and the linear LS methods have comparable 

performance for predicting the height of a pure gaussian. However, the LS method excels in 

predicting the peak position while AIM excels with the peak width. This shows that one of the 

two methods may be preferred for a given application, depending on the peak parameter of 

interest. While AIM errors are fairly uniform with nearly equal probability for positive and 

negative errors, LS tends to underestimate the peak position and overestimate the peak 

width. This biased behavior for the prediction error with the LS method has been shown to be 

statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. The effect may introduce distortions in the 

shape of spectra obtained by histogramming such predicted peak parameters as in the 

analysis of digitized waveforms of gaussian pulses. 

The AIM machine learning approach utilizes the full peak while the LS method is based on a 

linearizing transform that is restricted to the central region around the peak center to avoid 

deviations from the linear relationship caused by departures from the true gaussian shape 

away from the center. Such departures are often encountered in practical spectral peaks, 
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e.g. the lower energy tailing in alpha spectra. This indicates that AIM is better suited than LS 

to handle such practical situations, since it can be trained on full records of peak shapes that 

realistically depict practical peaks, although additional peak parameters may be required in 

order to model such shape distortions. The LS method is based on the assumption of an 

idealized gaussian (linear relationship for the transformed data) and therefore attempts to 

exclude regions of departures from this assumption. The requirement for a weighted linear 

LS fit makes the LS method more computationally complex and time consuming (about 5 

times slower than AIM). Moreover, since the LS method operates on the FWHM width of 

each individual peak, its execution time depends on the peak width. For AIM, execution time 

is constant since the AIM model always uses the full 50-channel data record regardless of 

the width of the peak being analyzed.  

One disadvantage of AIM is that it does not readily provide information on uncertainties in the 

values estimated for the peak parameters. This is overcome through evaluating the model on 

a number of new test cases, for which the results are known, during the evaluation phase 

prior to actual use. Performance of the model on such cases provides a degree of confidence 

in the model and gives the user an idea of expected performance with totally unknown cases 

during actual use. When a sufficiently large number of cases is available for evaluation, 

reliable estimates can be determined for the confidence limits.   
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Figure Captions : 

Figure 1.  A typical AIM network structure showing various types of functional   
  elements.  

Figure 2.  AIM abductive network model for fitting a single gaussian peak. Training on 
  noisy data with N = 100, CPM =1. A is the normalized peak height. 

Figure 3.  Equations for the AIM abductive network model of Figure 2 for a single  
  gaussian peak. All variables are indicated on Figure 2. A is the normalized 
  peak height. 

Figure 4.  The linear LS algorithm for fitting a single gaussian peak. P is the actual peak 
  height. 
 
Figure 5.  Cumulative percentage plots for the percentage errors in the three peak 

parameters for the 500-case evaluation sample used for the results in Table 1.  
   (a) Height, (b) Position, and (c) Width. 

Figure 6.  Spectra for the 3  peak parameters determined by both AIM and LS for  
   1 million events of a single gaussian peak at the high noise level. Nominal  
 peak parameters are: Height = 50 counts, Position : channel 25, FWHM   
 Width = 19 channels. (a) Height, (b) Position, and (c) Width. 

Figure 7.  Comparison between AIM and LS fits for 3 simulation single gaussian peaks. 
   (a) case # 5, (b) case # 7, and (c) Case # 11 in Table 4.  

Figure 8.  Comparison with actual spectral data. (a) Spectrum of alpha particles  
  scattered from a ZnS target sandwiched between two Au layers on a carbon 
  backing. (b), (c), and (d) AIM and LS fits for the three marked alpha peaks. 
 Data on the fits are given in Table 5.  
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Table Captions :  

Table 1.  Error statistics for both AIM and LS methods for fitting single gaussian  
  peaks.  The AIM model was developed by training on 1000 cases at the high 
  noise level. Evaluation sample: 500 cases at both the low and high noise  
  levels. Shown are percentages of the evaluation sample having various  
  ranges of percentage error, and data on the overall mean percentage  
  absolute error (MPAE).  

Table 2.  Data on the percentage frequency and average values for positive and  
  negative prediction errors using both AIM and LS.  The data suggests that LS 
  estimates of the peak position and width are more biased than the   
  corresponding AIM estimates. 

Table 3.  Data on the overall mean error and standard deviation for the 500-case 
evaluation sample of Table 2 for both the AIM and LS. Shown also are values 
for the z-statistic used to test the null hypothesis that error is unbiased. n= 500. 

Table 4.  Comparison between the performance of AIM and LS on 12 simulated single 
  gaussian peaks drawn from the 500-case evaluation sample used for the  
  results in Table 1.  

Table 5.  Comparison between the performance of AIM and LS on the three single  
  alpha peaks in Figure 8.  
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